Hello!

Today we’ll tell you about Diabetes insipidus, which is called “Water Diabetes”. You may think that it sounds a bit difficult, but do not worry! We’ll tell you what it means, why it happens and how doctors treat it.

But first, let’s talk a bit about your body…

The brain is a very important organ. It acts like the “boss” by ordering other organs to do small jobs. One of these jobs is to keep a good control of your body’s water balance.

Your brain does this by making and sending a special messenger called Vasopressin to the other organs. Vasopressin tells organs when to hold or when to get rid of water by making you go to the toilet.
What is water diabetes?
As you know, Vasopressin is made in the brain. Sometimes the brain does not make or send Vasopressin. This means that your body will not be able to keep a good water balance. This is called Water Diabetes.

Water diabetes is not the same as the more common “sugar diabetes”.

What causes water diabetes?
Water diabetes occurs when some parts of the brain are not working normally. This damage could have been caused by a small tumour in the brain. It could also happen after a brain operation. Most of the time it’s because these parts in the brain stop working.

What does water diabetes feel like?
Water diabetes will often make you feel two things:
• You’ll feel a need to go to the toilet to pass urine a lot.
• You’ll feel very thirsty during the day and probably will want to drink loads of water.

How can I know if I have water diabetes?
Doctors will tell you if you have water diabetes. They will do a test if they think you have it. In this test, doctors will take a bit of your blood and collect a bit of urine very early in the morning.

Another test may be done in hospital, and you may need to stay overnight for this.
How is water diabetes treated?

As you know, water diabetes happens when the brain cannot make Vasopressin. To fix this, doctors will give you Desmopressin (DDAVP) in either tablets, spray or in drops. It is very important that you take the amount of DDAVP that your doctor tells you to.

What happens if I don’t feel thirsty?

Some people with water diabetes also have a problem with not feeling thirsty. This is risky for these people because even though the body needs water, they will not feel thirsty!

If you have this problem, the doctor will tell you to drink a certain amount of water even if you don’t feel thirsty. You will need to drink this amount of water everyday. You will also need to drink more water when it is very hot.
Congratulations!

Now you know about water diabetes, why it happens and how it’s treated. If you have not understood some things in this leaflet, don’t feel shy to ask your doctor or other friendly people in the hospital. They will happily explain these or any other questions you may have.
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